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EQUIPMENT PROVIDED LIST

- Snare Drum
  1. 5 inch Wood Pearl Philharmonic
  2. 6.5 inch Wood Pearl Philharmonic
  3. 5 x 4 inch Aluminum Pearl Philharmonic
- Snare Drum Stands
  - Drumset / Low Height Stand - Adjustable
  - Standard Height Stand - Adjustable
  - Extended Height Stand - Adjustable
- Marimba-one 5-octave
  - 3100 Series, Premium Keyboard and Basso Bravo Resonators
  - Height Adjustable
- Yamaha Vibes (4-octave)
  - YV2700 Series
  - Gold Bars
  - Height - 34 inches / Adjustable
- Yamaha Timpani (set of 5) with stool
  - 7300 Professional Series Hammered Copper
  - Sizes: 32, 29, 26, 23, 20
- DeMorrow Xylophone – http://www.demorrowinstruments.com/xylophone/d
  - Height - 35.5 Inches / Non-Adjustable
  - 2 inch bar width
- Various trap stands for sticks and mallets

WHAT TO BRING

- Copies of Music for faculty panel
- All Sticks and Mallets
  - NOTE: Any rudimental snare drum solos will be played on the 6.5 Philharmonic concert drum (no marching sticks; example - Ralph Hardimon Marching Drum Stick)
- Tuning fork (A and/or Bb) for Timpani Tuning